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OUR SERVICE
Since 1995 we are specialized in the handling of on-board courier (OBC) shipments. Our
services are professional and “all inclusive” and even can be used, if conventional
logistic routes are not available. With our service you keep your delivery schedule on
time and avoid any production cut-offs.
We see ourselves as a service partner for freight forwarders and the industry. We offer
a variety of transportation solutions for your urgent shipments. You have to act immediately? No problem, we offer you an individually tailored 24/7- to-your-needs
on-board courier solution.
Our couriers are everywhere and always ready to pick-up your shipment and accompany it personally to the destination airport or directly to the consignee. We move
nearly everything from single documents to large number of pieces or higher weights.
We take care of all organizational tasks and deliver door to door.






Fastest possible transport as OBC
AOG and spare parts logistics
pick-up service all over Europe
Economic routings






Frequent flyer status of all our couriers
OBC Service to/from China and India
Transport insurance
Custom clearance






Personal delivery to the consignee
Permanent tracking of all shipments
Real 24 hours / 7 days service
Repacking if necassary

OUR ON-BOARD COURIER

The majority of our OBC shipments
comes from the automotive sector.
Especially in this industry "just in time" is
a MUST to avoid production delays and
cost intensive stops. We see ourselves as
a direct link between suppliers and manufacturers.
In particular for the automotive industry
and their suppliers, we handled in the
past few years thousands of OBCs on our
"race tracks" in the United States
(Greenville, Tuscaloosa) as well as to
South Africa and Mexico.

Take advantage of our AOG and Marine
parts logistics to avoid cancellations
and/or unnecessary waiting time and
cost. With our on-board courier we
are able to ensure a smooth operation
and production flow.
When every minute counts we are there.

Also for the carriage of samples or prototypes on-board courier service is often
used.
Our couriers regularly take care of valuable and sensitive computer or semiconductor parts to move them safely and in
time to their destination.

